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For a long time, there has been a belief that the decline in oil supply will come by way of high oil prices. Demand
will exceed supply. It seems to me that this view is backward–the decline in supply will come through low oil
prices.
The oil glut we are experiencing now reflects a worldwide affordability crisis. Because of a lack of
affordability, demand is depressed. This lack of demand keeps prices low–below the cost of production for
many producers. If the affordability issue cannot be fixed, it threatens to bring down the system by discouraging
investment in oil production.
This lack of affordability is affecting far more than oil products. A recent article in The Economist talks about
LNG prices being depressed. LNG capacity ramped up quickly in response to high prices a few years ago. Now
there is a glut of LNG capacity, and prices are far below the cost of extraction and shipping for many LNG
suppliers. At least temporary contraction seems likely in this sector.
If we look at World Bank Commodity Price data, we find that between 2011 and 2014, the inflation-adjusted
price of Australian coal decreased by 41%. In the same period, the inflation-adjusted price of rubber is down
58%, and of iron ore is down 59%. With those types of price drops, we can expect huge cutbacks on production
of many types of goods.
How Does this Lack of Affordability Come About?
The issue we are up against is diminishing returns. Diminishing returns mean that as we reach limits, it
takes increased resources (usually both physical resources and human labor) to produce some type of product.
Oil is product subject to diminishing returns. Metals of many kinds also are becoming increasingly expensive to
extract. In many parts of the world, a shortage of water makes it necessary to use unusual techniques
(desalination or long distance pipelines) to obtain adequate supply. The higher cost of pollution control can
have a similar effect to diminishing returns on products with pollution issues.
When we graph of the cost of production of resources subject to diminishing reserves, the result is similar to
that shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The way we would expect the cost of the extraction of energy supplies to rise, as finite supplies deplete.

What happens with diminishing returns is that cost increases tend to be quite small for a very long time, but
then suddenly “turn a corner.” With oil, the shift to higher costs comes as we move from “conventional” oil to
“unconventional” oil. With metals, the shift comes as high quality ores become depleted, and we need to move
to mines that require moving a great deal more dirt to extract the same quantity of a given metal. With water,
such a steep rise in diminishing returns comes when wells no longer provide a sufficient quantity of water, and
we must go to extraordinary measures, such as desalination, to obtain water.
During the time when cost increases from diminishing returns were quite minor, it generally was possible to
compensate for the small cost increases with technological improvements and efficiency gains elsewhere in the
system. Thus, even though there was a small amount of diminishing returns going on, they could be hidden
within the overall system.
Once the effect of diminishing returns becomes greater (as it has since about 2000), it becomes much harder to
hide cost increases. The cost of finished products of many kinds (for example, food, gasoline, houses, and
automobiles) starts rising, relative to the income of workers. Workers find that they must cut back on
discretionary expenditures in order to have enough money to cover all of their expenses.
How Diminishing Returns Affect the Economy
There are at least three ways that diminishing returns adversely affects the economy:
1. Lower wages
2. Less ability to borrow
3. Squeezing out other sectors of the economy
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The reason for lower wages relates to the fact that, as the cost of producing a commodity rises, the worker is, in
some sense, becoming less and less productive. For example, if we calculate wages per worker in units of oil, as
oil becomes more expensive to extract, we get something like this:

Figure 2. Wages per worker in units of oil produced, corresponding to amounts shown in Figure 1.

A similar chart would hold for other resources that are becoming more difficult to extract, or whose cost of
production is becoming higher because of greater pollution controls. For example, we would expect the wages of
coal workers to be falling as well.
Also, as we shift to higher cost types of energy, we become increasingly inefficient in energy production. Based
on a 2013 analysis, in the United States, there are more solar energy workers than coal miners, even though we
use far more coal than solar energy. The large number of workers required to produce solar energy is one of the
reason that solar energy tends to be high-priced to produce.
When we look at wages of workers, we indeed see a pattern of falling wages, especially for workers below the
median wage. Figure 3 from the Economic Policy Institute shows that even the most educated workers are
experiencing declining inflation-adjusted wages.
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Figure 3. Source: Elise Gould, Even the Most Educated Workers Have Declining Wages.

A second major issue affecting affordability is debt saturation. Affordability is favorably affected by rising debt–
for example, it is a lot easier to buy a new car or house, if the would-be purchaser can obtain a new loan. If debt
levels stay the same or fall, this becomes a problem–fewer goods can be purchased.
Governments in particular are reaching the limits of their borrowing capacity. They cannot keep adding new
debt, and remain within historic debt to GDP ratios.
Another way debt saturation occurs relates to young people with student loans. They find it too expensive to
borrow more money for a new car or for a home. Furthermore, the fact that wages are not keeping up with price
increases for many workers reduces the borrowing ability of the workers with lagging wages. This is true, even if
no student loans are involved.
As mentioned above, a third issue is the fact that the inefficient sectors tend to squeeze out other portions of the
economy by gobbling up a disproportionate share of workers and resources. The use of all of these resources
doesn’t produce a lot of goods in the traditional sense–a desalination plant is expensive, but the amount of
water produced per dollar of investment is not large. To the extent that the high costs of inefficient sectors are
passed on to consumers, consumers find that they must cut back on discretionary spending. This cut-back in
spending squeezes out discretionary spending, leading to cutbacks in discretionary sectors, and to reduced
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employment overall.

Figure 4. Author’s view of the eﬀect of diminishing returns on economy.

Wishful Thinking by Economists
Back before diminishing returns started becoming a major problem, economists created models regarding how
the economy would react to higher cost of energy production and other symptoms of diminishing returns. In
their view, if the cost of oil extraction rises, oil prices will rise to match these higher costs. Alternatively,
substitution will take place, or technological changes will allow greater efficiency, or customers will cut back on
their use of the high cost product. Somehow, these changes will take place without a particularly adverse impact
on the economy.
Unfortunately, the models don’t correspond very well to what happens in practice–at least not for very long. It
takes inexpensive energy to produce goods that workers can afford. Higher priced energy does not work well in
this regard. Feedbacks that are not reflected in economic models reduce both wages and debt, making it harder
to buy goods requiring the use of more-expensive energy products.
Furthermore, if the price of one commodity, for example oil, rises, then countries with very much oil in their
energy mix find themselves handicapped in trade with other countries that use less oil in their energy mix. For
example, a country that depends on tourism (which depends on oil use) for very much of its revenue, such as
Greece, finds it difficult to find customers when oil prices are high. Lack of revenue can lead to financial
problems for the country.
Because of the networked way the economy really works, prices for commodities can’t rise for the long-term.
They may rise for a while, as consumers and governments borrow more, in an attempt to continue business as
usual. Ultimately, though, the situation can’t “work.” Customers can’t afford to buy more homes and cars,
unless their own wages are rising in inflation adjusted terms, and governments can’t collect enough tax revenue.
The issue we are dealing with here is lack of affordability. This is what will bring the system down–not the
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high priced scenario imagined by many. Decline will come through low prices, and a glut in oil supply, even if
we are not looking for it from that direction.
Can commodity prices rise again?
It is not all that clear that they can rise again. It would be a lot easier for commodity prices to rise, if the problem
were simply inadequate prices of one commodity, leading to a lack of that commodity. If the problem is
inadequate demand for crude oil, coal, LNG, and iron ore the problem is much greater–especially if wages are
still lagging.
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Don Stewart says:
March 21, 2015 at 8:34 am

Dear Gail and All
Chris Martenson has just published an interesting interview with Charles Hugh Smith. They discuss many topics, informally
and with no script. In contrast to some of Martenson’s interviews, this one sounds like two guys just sitting down and talking
with each other about some very serious subjects. Three of the subjects:
*The fact that the whole world seems to be stuffed with debt, with no room for more.
*The loss of legitimacy for official institutions such as the US government and the media.
*The turn toward authoritarianism and repression by many governments, including the US. Chris likens the US to East
Germany. Charles talks about the ‘asset seizure’ laws which deny due process and have become a funding source for the
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